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processing of the flicker illusion in the visual system. In an experiment on the flicker
illusion (the effect that the perceived flicker frequency of a stationary target is
higher when there is a flicker at the same perceived flicker frequency), the
luminance of the background of a moving target was modulated at a frequency close
to but not exactly double the target's flicker frequency. A significant effect of
modulation was found in contrast-defined patterns (i.e. luminance patterns).
Modulation did not affect the contrast-defined patterns of a stationary target. The
effect of modulation seems to be carried by the flicker components of the patterns. A
theory of flicker vision is briefly outlined.Q: Choosing between tests in RSpec - tests
that all pass but one I've got some methods that essentially do the same thing. I've
split the methods up into several RSpec tests, and I'd like to be able to select which
one I'd like to run with spec_helper. At the moment I have something like this in
spec_helper.rb: RSpec.configure do |config| config.include Gem::Specification, :type
=> :feature config.include Test::Unit::TestCase, :type => :feature end But what
happens if the method fails, and I want to test all of them? A: You can have the test
run with multiple options (here's the link to the source) by adding something like
this to your test_helper.rb file: describe "my_method" do it "should do something
awesome" it "should also do something awesome" it "should also do something
awesome" end The config.include line is also important, as you can see from the
source: RSpec.configure do |config| # Include should be used to include spec files
from your spec/ directory # in to the test output, but only if you are running the
spec command # outside of the shell. # # It is not used if you are running it from
RSpec. config.include File.expand_path('../spec/spec_helper
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